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Ip spite of a 45-minute set-back Tuesday, when an overloading error in
Gainesville temporarily put the computer out of order, preregistration ran
smoothly. Preregistration officials said that in most cases appointment
times ran 10 to 15 minutes ahead.
On the first day of preregistration the computer stopped twice, for
about five minutes eac11 time.
·
.
Smooth procedure during the sections
in ~ev~~al instances
..cc:iond day was interrupted about depended on ava1lab1hty of faculty
3: 3 o pm when the computer to teach the extra section. ·
·stopped due to the Gainesville
Student comments on the new
overload. Up to that time the system ranged from "fantastic" to
longest lines at the terminals "it was a mess." Most students w~re
contained no more than 12 people, able to go through the entire
but after the breakdown the lines procedure within 10 minutes.
Students who had numerous
grew.
Officials finally requested conflicts spent more time - 20
students to return the following minutes or more.
The most often-heard comments
tday to register before those
regularly scheduled. Bill D. Morris, were in favor of the procedure, but
director of information system, "it will be better when the bugs are
estimated that approximately 200 taken out ."
There is still the factor of human
to 250 students were affected, but
most of the Tuesday students were error. One student noted that he
registered by 9:30 am Wednesday. was sent back with a conflict where
Morris said that the checking of none existed, due to an error when
conflicts by the computer should the course was keyed in.
The chief complaint from
shorten the drop-add lines.
Drop·add begins March 29, the first students was one heard every
quarter: classes were closed out.
day of classes.
The deans of each college received Another complaint was that by the
daily print-outs to inform them time schedule adjustments were
how classes were filling, and in made, the substitute class was also
many cases section size was closed. One student complained the
increased in response to possible system was too impersonal.
(con't on Page 12)
projected demand. Opening of new

President Seeks Aid
From Student Leaders

The lines were long but the complaints were short as FTU witnessed its first pre.registration this week.
Photo by Steve Heitzner.

New Dean Of Men
Now Being Sought
Applications are now being accepted for the position of dean of men.
A replacement is being sought for William L. Proctor, who was promoted
to assistant to the vice president for student affairs. Proctor is currently
serving as acting dean until the replacement is selected.
Vice President for Student Affairs W. Rex Brown stated that any
student who has a serious ---=--------------suggestion for a possible dean may N. Millican 's concurrence and final
write him a letter, and he will see approval.
Neither Brown nor Simmons
that it is passed on to Director of
could give any prediction as to
Personnel, J. Thomas Simmons for
when the new dean would be
possible action.
selected.
Simmons said that the minimum
requirements ·for the dean of men
as established by the Florida Board
of Regents are a doctorate degree
with the emphasis in the personnel,
guidance, and psychology fields,
and three to five
years of
progressive student personnel
experience.
His job is defined as "overall
Dr. Leslie L. Ellis, Jr., has been
responsibility for the general
elevated to the rank of Dean for
welfare of all male students ...
Graduate Studies and Research at
counseling ... serves in Florida Technological University.
administrative, counseling, and
The appointment was approved
advisory capacity for student Monday by the Florida Board of
government organizations." Regents, meeting in St. Petersburg.
Simmons explained that the exact
jobs of the dean may vary from
Dr. Ellis, who joined the FTU
campus to campus.
faculty in July 1968, has been
In reference to rumors that serving as Director of the Office of
students might have a voice in the Graduate Studies and Research
selection of a new dean, Brown since April 1969. His initial
commented that it was quite appointment was as Professor and
po sible. that students would have Chairman of the Department of
an opportunity to meet with any Biological Sciences.
potential dean, and that the
Dean Eilis's new title reflects a
're commendations these students wider responsibility for the conduct
made would be considered in the and operation of the University's
final selection.
growing research ·grant program,
He stated, however, that the final research proposals, and
choice is up to the office of student post-graduate courses and programs
affairs, subject to President Charles designed by FTU's six colleges.

Ellis Now Dean
Of Grad Studies
And Research
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Campus
~Glances
FINAL FuTUre
The last issue of the FuTUre for
the winter quarter will come out
next week, March 12. Any
announcements of activities or
special events scheduled for the
first week of the · spring quarter
should be submitted to the FuTUre
for publication no later than noon
next Tuesday.
-O·

REGISTRATION
Spring quarter registration for
faculty and staff members, with fee
waivers, will be 11 am to noon,
Friday, March 26.

President Millican requested the coop'eration and suggestions of
student leaders in regard to the FTU financial situation and a proposed
tuition increase Tuesday at a meeting with club presidents and the
Executive Committee. Estimates of the increase vary from $15-50.
Millican addressed a body of
student organization presidents raising and money saving projects
requesting that they go to their were offered.
organizations and get responses and
The meeting was the first in a
opinions in reference to the tuition proposed series to discuss student
hike and other areas concerning and university concerns and
finances. He told the group that he interests.
would be attending a Council of
Millican also spoke on projected
President's meeting in Pensacola at University construction. He
the end of March and that he explained the Village Center
wanted student response to the Complex plan of FTU saying that
problems.
breaking up a large student body
Millican told the students that he in to five groups would allow
was against a proposed increase of students to retain their identity.
$15 in tuition because "it isn't The FTU plan includes five separate
enough to warrant the increase." complexes, each an extension to
He
pointed
out projected the present campus. He added that
enrollment figures, building needs Pha.Se III of the construction on VC
and costs and amounts of money Complex I is behind schedule due
available, explaining that other to lack of funds.
sources of income had to be
The President informed the
investigated.
students that the· Florida Board of .
According to Millican, sources of Regents has placed a free~e on
income other than tuition increase dormitory constructions saying that
and tax raises must be looked into it will be 3-5 years before
to provide money for construction additional dorms are built. He tolci
and supplies. He offered figures and the leaders that classrooms and
chart representation of needs and laboratories are more important at
available funds citing long-range this time because additional dorms
estimates of need. Millican asked would house additional students
· which would promote a shortage o-f
t h e s.t u d en t 1ea d ers f or th e1r
classroom s ace.
suggestions and a number of money
P

March Of Dimes
Is For Dollars
Between 1,000 and 2,000
volunteers will be marching 20
miles Saturday to raise money for
the March of Dimes. "Walking
Senator" Lawton Chiles will be
included among the volunteers. He
is the Florida Chairman for the
Pledge Walk campaign.
The march, which begins at 7 am,
will start at the Florida National
Bank, 801 N. Orange Ave., and
proceed onto Colonial Drive, to
Semoran Blvd. (S.R. 436) to U.S .
17-92. From 17·92, the volunteers
will walk to N. Orange· and finish
back at the bank.
There are 12 checkpoints for the
marchers along the route, and each
volunteer will be marked as he
passes each checkpoint to show·
how far he has walked.
The money for the March of
Dimes will be paid by sponsors who
President Millican and Vice President Brown greet and chat with
pledged a certain amount for each students at a meeting of the Executive Committee ·and studenti;
, lcori't on Page 12)
organization presidents last Tuesday.
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A Meeting Of Authority
t,;aders .of all campus organizations we.re invited to meet with the
Executive Committee last Tuesday. The topics of discussion were FTU
- its problems in building, _enrollment and money, and a proposed
tuition increase.
AdditionaLy time was set aside for students to talk with the
Committee about their individual group problems- and to offer their
suggestions and solutions to FTU problems. The representation from .
the administration included President Millican, Vice President Brown,
Vice President Goree, and Dean Mi'carelli of the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts.
·
The President has a problem. He i's facing an increase in tutition
anywhere from $15-50 per quarter. He is concerned enough to give
students an opportunity to offer their suggestions on ways to keep this
hike from occuring.
His idea is to start with the student leaders and get their responses
and to have them get ideas from th~ir organizations. This should reach a·
rather nice percentage of the university - at least those who care
enough to take the time to study the problems and come up with
solutions. Consider that the Greeks alone amount to about 700
students. Add to that all organization members on campus and you
have the most active and involved students. Short of installing
intercoms throughout every buil.d ing or demanding that every student
meet on the patio at a specified time, this is the best method we can see
for reaching a large number of involved students.
This idea of a meeting of students and administrators is a good one .
It's a shame that there wasn't more representation of student
organization presidents.

-LJ.M.

To Have A Greek Week?
There probably wouldn't be much argument to the statement that
the Greeks of FTU are by far the most involved and active people on
campus. They have demonstrated their desire to become involved and
to serve the university and the community time and time agflin.
These could be interpreted as positive statements. However the Greek
system is in danger of leaving a great deal to be desired due to lack of
organization and communication between themselves. It might be
beneficial to point out that Greeks consist not only of fraternities, but
also sororities.
The current issue is Greek Week. Theweekendevent was held the first
week of May last year. That leaves approximately one month for an
entire year's worth of idea communication, organization and work.
Obviously, unless some miracle takes place, FTU will either not have a
Greek Week this year or it will be inferior.
That is unfortunate because it is one of the few events that brings all
Greeks together as equals for a good time and healthy competition.
- So the question is - to have a Greek Week or not to have a Greek
Week . The decision had better be made pretty quick and it is a decision
that must involve both the sororities and the fraternities. In a Greek
Week setting, neither is anything without the other. The decision
cannot be made in a manner similar to last year when IFC decided a
few times that it didn't want a GW.
We believe in miracles. Greek Week is a neccessary part of Greek life
and it would be a shame to allow such a perfect opportunity for
communication and a lot of fun pass us by.

this school. You need not concern
yourself with who is going to pick
oranges if the blacks go to college;
there is in operation a mechanical
harvester that guarantees a
continuous flow of orange juice to
your breakfast table.
Please do not refer again to the
"characteristics" of black people.
You know nothing of what he
requires and you certainly know
nothing of the "pressures set
against them." If you were aware,
you would have filed your editorial
in file 13 before you printed it.
"FTU does not have an official
policy of discrimination." What
does that sentence say? Absolutely
nothing! We feel the official
pressures as well as the unofficial
pressures from the hierarchy.
You did not fill out the same
application blank as I. My blank
had an indication for race. If there
were no record of race kept, how
could HEW come up with a figure?
If the effect of this university is
to be one of amelioration, there
will have to be some changes in the
policy and practice. There should
be an established .liaison between
the high schools in the en tire
central Florida area and FTU. An
honest attempt should be made to
• encourage young "qualified" blacks

\
\

I

·V.;<f6R£>Bj/
"Let's Face it, Harry ... Darwin was right"

1Jrttrrs Wn W~t 1.Eilttnr

government should be relatively
wide-spread in order for popular
revision to be undertaken. These
Dear Editor:
RecentJy while waiting for my professors and I find 54 to be a
daughter, an FTU student, in the rather small and permanently fixed
vicinity of the Village Center, I lost number for such a proposal at this
a hand tooled leather cigarette case university. In years to come, when
student enrollment is approaching
that meant a great deal to me.
I am taking this means to express 20,000, this number would
my sincere appreciation to the constitute approximately .2 5 per
thoughtful person who found it and cent of the 5tudent Body. Thus,
turned it in to the Lost and Found every time such an .incredibly small
Department where I recovered it a minority signed a petition, the
whole Student Body would have to
few days later.
Perhaps the finder will learn wait, and Student Government
through FuTUre ho.w grateful I am. would have to halt its business to
deal with the proposal.
Sincerely,
Student Government is not
Elizabeth C. White
perfect, and I know of no member
of S.G. who is satisfied with things
as they now are. I think the record
of S.G. clearly shows that its
Dear Editor:
members are quite receptive to
A few mistakes should be change. But the members of
corrected and divergent view should Student Government have a
be explained in reference to last responsibility to those whom they
week's FuTUre article, "Fred represent to see to it that the merits
The following is a condensation of '~Some Thoughts Concerning The
Daniels in the Lions Den."
.
of a proposed change outweigh its
Concept of Stupidity For Those Who Still Belieu~ That The University
First, Article V,
~ Section 4, · de triment.
Should Be A Place of Learning and Scholarship - Or What A Hell of A
Subsection B of the Studen t Body
Sincerely
Semester This Was " by D. Stephen Gouran.
Constitution is a section dealing
Frank Sa~try
Ignorance is a condition with which · most of us must live.
with general constitutional rev~sion.
Legislative Assistant to the
Fortunately, it can be overcome. Stupidity is also a condition with
I quote from the FuTUre article a
Student Body President
which most of us must live . Unfortunately , it cannot be overcome.
statement made by Mister Daniels
While the manifesta tions of ignorance and st upidity often appear to be
similar, there is one essential difference between the two types of
in reference to this section.
1•
"Can you imagine that it now
human condition. The ability to overcome- one's ignorance is a direc t
requires a petition signed by 35 per Dear Editor:
function of his in telligence . Stupidity , on the other hand, is
cent of the entire Student Body
Your editorial "A Race To The
independent of one 's intelligence . Potenti ally bright people frequently
and the Approval of Student Univ ersi t y" was childis h and
behave in incredibly stupid wasy. ·
Affairs before a proposed change in immature, and hopefully not
Behavioral !dices of Stupidity
the constitution can be considered? representative of the majority of
1. Stupidity is missing a final exam, telling the instructor that one
That's 1800 students."
overs'lept; and thinking that the e xcuse is original.
faculty, students and staff.
2 . Stupidity is not going t o class for an entire semes te r and then
No one needs a sociologist to tell
This statement is rather them that everyone does not have
asking the instructor ~h a t the chances for gett ing an A or a B in the
in~ccurat:. First, there is nothin~ in · an equal chance in this country. It
course are.
this section (V,4,B) that requires is impractical for a society of
3. Stupidity is telling an ins tructor thaL the course textbookt is
the approval of the Office of people bent toward inequality to
boring when one has not eve n purch ased a copy of the book. let alone
Student Affairs to consider a suddenly switch directions and
read it.
change in the Student Body become concerned about their
4. Stupidity is cutting a class and then making sure that the
Constitution. Secondly, this fellow man. The truth is, the
instructor sees the stud ent in question laughing and giggling outside the
section deals with general revision, majority of white Americans do not
classroom - boLh before and after the class.
not simple amendment. Article V, want equality for the minority. To
5. Stupidity is giving a speech advocating the abolition of grades and
Section 1, Subsection B deals with some , nothing is more feared than
then asking the instructor when he will have the speech graded .
the popular proposal of an
6. Stupidity is introducing one's speech with the expression , " I ain't
amendment. It requires signatures true equality.
much of a speaker ," and then not understanding- why the instructor
Equality and realism go together.
of 25 per cent of the Student
concurs in this judgment.
Body, not 35 per cent. Thus the It is not realistic to go to school in
7. Stupidity is thinking that when one brags about cheating, other
necessary number of signatures is an environm~n t where there is only
members of the class will not immediately inform the instructor.
reduced
by approximately 500. In two per cent black representation.
8. Stupidity is saying not one word in a discussion and then
this section as in Section 4, no The black population of the
wondering wh y, the instructor says th a t he has no basis for grading the
Student Affairs approval is Orlando area is larger than two per
participant's contributions.
cent of the total.
necessary.
9. Stupidity is telling an instructor that one has a rare blood disease
Schools should represent the real
Additionally
it
should
be
pointed
and then being unable to specify the diesease.
out that there is another, much world and students should be
10. Stupidity is not knowing an instructor's name after having been
easier, way to propose a allowed to learn that this is not a
in his class for an entire semester.
constitutional amendment. An lily-white world. Blacks, Chicanos
11. Stupidity is thinking thaL Reader's Digest is a "primary source"
amendment may be sponsored on Indians, and other minoritie~
for speech materials .
the floor by any one of the 38 should be recurited to colleges and
12. Stupidity is thinking that Reader's Digest is even a good source
senators, and may be formally other schools. They are needed for
for speech materials .
proposed by a two-thirds vote of mix and to correct the years of
13. Stupidity is even considering using Reader's Digest as a source
those present at a regular meeting. injustice that trails the white man.
for speech materials.
Your editorial imp lied that black
This method has been employed 11
14. Stupidity is belieiving that Jerry Rubin is an objective authority
times in the history of FTU students at FTU are not
on all current foreign and domestic problems.
Student Government, a record that academically qualified under
15. Stupidity is not being able to understand why faculty members
should belay any .fears of present admission standards,
are reluctant to donate one to ten per cent of their salaries for the
thereby holding back the progress
non-responsiveness.
payment of student fees.
16. Stupidity is thinking .that wanting a college degree is a sufficient It is my opinion, and the opinion of the university. This is not so.
of several political science FTU need not reduce its academic
condition for getting one.
professors with whom I have standards for the~e are plenty of
17. Stupidity is being unable to understand why items 1-16 are consulted, that popular blacks with acceptable grades who
dissatisfaction with a form of should be encouraged to come to
indices of stupidity.

L. J. M.

Thanks Offered

Story Corrected

Thoughts On Stupidity

Ed to ria I BI as ted
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to attend FTU~ Black instructors
should be recruited from fields
other than black history and
curriculum changes should be
instituted to attract more blacks to
the campus. Those who are
endowed with such authority in the
recruitment function should begin
to reassess their values and their
self-centered interested.
Sincerely yours,
Black Student Union
Public Relations Dept.

Homecoming
Dear Editor:
Regarding the old matter of
Homecoming: Delta Tau Fraternity
would like to clarify our position
on it. We proposed to Student
Government that we could aid
them in the Homecoming
Activities, particularly those events
which later were termed the
Medieval Festival.
We would like to thank all those
people who were responsible for
making the rfirst Homecoming at
FTU a success. However, when 3l11
was said and done , we felt that our
share of the credit was not given t o •
us by this paper. We felt in no way
that this is the FuTUre's fault, but
rather those in Student
Government who submitted the
articles concerning Homecoming
publicity . Our brothers put in long
hours of hard work and planning,
and many of the ideas which were
originally ours appeared to have
them claimed by Student
Government.
Although our fraternity neither
wishes to claim full credit for the
Homecoming -weekend, nor lay
the blame for our lack of publicity
on. Student Government, we do feel _.

all

---............ ..
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Question: Is Lake Lee Polluted?
By Mike Crites

••• YES

the campus. It can be reached from
the dirt road that is the first right
turn past the entrance to FTU from
Alafaya Trail.
Dr. Wanielista affectionately
refers to the two students as
"Marty's Marauders." He says that
the pair will strive to "keep the lake
as virgin as possible."

Lake Lee situation differs from Dr.
Wanielista contention that the
lake is virgin. Schroeder says that
the lake is partially polluted due to
drainage from the housing along the
highway and the university. He goes
on to say that FTU is changing the
drainage problem. No university
expansion is planned for the Lake
Lee area.

The pair's first idea was to
reconstruct an old dock on the
lake. They will be getting rid of
some of the weeds. 'Their primary
intentions will be to beautify the
lake and maintain the natural
environment.
J. C. Hicks, superintendent of
grounds at FTU, sanctioned the
project. "They want to do
something about environmental
problems, rather than just talking,"
explained Dr. WanjeJista .
Campus Planner James
Schroe_9er's explanation_ of the

••• NO

Campus
~Glances
FOUNDATION MONEY
Mr. George J. King, Executive
Assistant to President Millican and
Director of the FTU Foundation
received $75.56 on behalf of the
foundation from the Delta Tau
fraternity. The money was the
product of the Medieval festival
booths constrttcted and manned by
members of many fraternities and
clubs on campus.
-o-

Mr. James Schroeder
Larry Pope and Tom' Rhoden,
students of ENGR 488, are working
on a project with Dr. Martin
Wanielista, associate professor in
Civil Engineering, to determine the
bacteriological, chemical, and
physical characteristics of Lake
Lee. Pope and Rhoden will be
attempting to find out what use
CAN be made of the lake, including
for fishing and possibly for drinking
water.
The lake covers an area of
approximately 20 acres, about half
belonging to FTU. . Lake Lee is
located in the southern section of

Dr. Martin Wanielista

AQUA-KNIGHTS CLEAN UP
The FTU Aqua-Knights
participated in a cleanup of the
completed swimming pool last
Monday and Tuesday . Daniel S .
Abbott 1 utilities superintendent,
requested the club's help to clean
out the debris at the bottom of the
pool, since the filtering system
filters only small-diameter objects.
One Aq'ua-Knight reports that
among the objects in the 'pool were
brick and cement chuncks, a pair of
eyeglasses, and 23 cents in change.
He added that the Monday
temperature of the pool was 94
degrees.

On the outside looking in? Just getting a sneak preview of
preregistration.

Lettermen To Appear;
Free To FTU Students1
The Lettermen, widely known vocal trio, are appearing in concert
Wednesday, March 31, at 8:30 pm in the Orlando Municipal Auditorium.
Admission to the concert is free to FTU students and tickets may be
obtained from the Village Center office March 29, 30 and 31. The
concert is presented by the FTU - - - - - -- - - -- - - - Student Government and the
"When I Fall in Love" and "Come
Village Center.
Back, Silly Girl," sold almost two
The Lettermen are Tony Butala, million copies. Their first album
Jim Pike and Gary Pike. Butala, was a best-seller, and stayed on
born in Sharon, Pa., sang on radio music charts for 58 consecutive
when he was eight years old. This weeks, and "For Christmas This
led to a job singing with the Year," their Christmas album, is the
Mitchell Boys Choir in Hollywood. second most popular holiday
Jim Pike was born in St. Louis, album.
~:"o., and attended Brigham Young
The trio, which now has released
University in Utah. Gary Pike, born 25 albums since their first single,
in Twin Falls, Idaho, attended El has also been working at Las Vegas,
Camino College in California.
Lake Tahoe, Reno, Chicago, Los
Since the group's discovery 10 Angeles, Miami and New York in
years ago by George Burns and Jack hotels and night clubs.
Benny, the trio has appeared at
The Lettermen travel separately
more than 1,200 colleges and are on tour, and rarely travel more than
on their twentieth tour. Their first 250 miles between concerts. They
single recording for Capitol have converted a 1969 full-size bus
Records, "The Way You Look as a "lounge" for members of the
Tonight," has sold more than one company, which includes tapes of
ffiillion copies. Their second and all completed shows so that
third rec_ordings for the company, . critiques may be done later.

n tQnsr !ituhruts
wQn. abnur &bryriith tqr··iallf gaur iu
rxrrsn nf tQrmsrlurn -a ninrere auh
b~artfclt Witll\Nil( l®ll frnm JFWll
.

· '~

JACK HABON

ANNE EDRINGTON

RICK RABON

JAN DAVIS

SHEILA PAINTER

'
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Folk Fest To Feature
Professionals, Students

At least five professional performers will be in the Village Center Folk
festival April 2.
Gamble Rogers, Liz Corrigan, Robert Patterson, Paul Champion and
Jim Balliew have been contracted to appear during the Friday ~vent,
which will begin at 10 or 11 am on - - - - - - - - - - - - - - th~ lawn between the Village
Center · and the Science Building. performing in St. Augustine, cuts
The festival will last at least until 6 for RDP records. He also has
pm, but it may run longer if there is appeared on the Mike Douglas
enough student interest.
Rogers is now performing at the
Bistro in Atlanta. Formerly of the
Serendipity Singers, he has
appeared on the Ed Sullivan,
Johnny Carson, Mike Douglas and
Today television shows. He has also
performed' at the Bitter End,
Gerde's Folk City and Gas Light, all
in New York City; the Flick in
Miami and the Last Resort in
Athens, Ga. He records for United
Artists and Phillips, and his styles
include folk, blues, rhythm and
blues, and Southern Gothic .

Campus

March 5, 19

·Students favor Muski,;
For President In 12
College students are placing their support behind Senator Edmun
Mu_skie (D., Me.) for the 1972 Presidential election, according to ·
article that appeared in the Chicago Tribune. Muskie received 31.4 p
cent of the votes cast. A recent national University Index survey showe
that Muskie is running more than
.
two to one ahead of his closest 1 Additionally according to tl
competitor, President Richard survey, tho~e students whQ
Nixon.
political awareness was somewh,
During the se~ond week of less than their peers tended to ca,
January, 1,1'90 students attendin·g their votes for Humphrey a 1
47 universitites were asked "Which McCarthy more often than a ,
ONE of the following potential those who were more politica' ·
candidltes would you most like to oriented. This "political awarenr
see elected President in the 1972 was determined by additic
election?" Students were given 12 questions on the survey.
choices and they ranked them as
follows:
1. Edmund Muskie (31.4%)
Campus Glances
2. Richard Nixon (14.6%)
3. Eugene McCarthy (10.6%)
4. John Lindsay (9.9%)
EARTH DAY
5. Ted Kennedy (9.1 %)
Circle K is sponsoring "Eart
6. George McGovern (6.5%)
Day" next Tuesday to rernin
7. Nelson Rockefeller (5.4%)
people of environmental problertll
8. Hubert Humphrey (2.9%)
Plans for the day include the buri1
9. Birch Bayh (1.1 %)
of a Volkswagen engme and boxE
10. Ronald Reagan (1.0%)
of detergent, folk singers, and
1speech by Dr. Martin Wanielist
11. George Wallace (1.0%)
12. Other - no opinion (6.5%)
associate professor of Civ
Muskie was also cited more j Engineerin~.
. .
frequently than any of the 11 other
Cerei:iomes will be next to th
candidates when students were ten .n ls courts near . th
asked for a second choice. He was Multi-purpose Room. T?ere will b
followed by Kennedy, McGovern, an _actual funeral service for. th
Lindsay and McCarthy
engine and detergents, pres~de
·
over by a Circle K member.
Results of political party
Dr. Wanielista will speak o
preference showed that students "Environmentally Sound Product
who expressed "Indpendent" and Practices."
preference tend to place less weight
The ceremonies will be broadcru
on the candidates party affiliation. over WDBO-TV. Channel 6.

~Glances
ANNOUNCE~ENTS, GOWNS
Graduation announcements and
caps and gowns are available in the
bookstore now. Seniors may pick
them up anytime the bookstore is
open. Bookstore hours are 8 :30 am
to 6 pm Mondays and Tuesdays,
and 8:30 am to 5 pm Wednesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays.

FTU Co-sponsors
Teacher Workshop

Applications are being accepted
now for a two-week national
teachers' workshop at Kennedy
Space Center June 28-July 9 and
co-sponsored by Florida Tech
University and the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
The workshop is being
coordinated by Dr. Anthony P.
Tesori, Director of FTU's Center
for Continuing Education in
Show and at the Main Point in Brevard County and Florida
Philadelphia, Pa., and in many c 0 0 r d i n a t 0 r f 0 r
th e
Central Park shows in New York newly-organized Space Education
City. He has also played many East Advisory Council.
Coast college campus1s.
Teachers accepted for the
Champion, Earl . Scruggs: has workshop will earn four quarter
called one of the best banjo players hours of credit. Instruction will be
in the United States. He has directed toward translation fo space
recorded for Mercury Records, and age inf 0 rm at i 0 n, science,
has performed at the Hungry Eye, technology, and new discoveries
San Francisco, the Blue Angel and into usable form for the classroom,
The Bitter End in New York City, said Dr. Tesori.
and the Freudian Slip in Detroit.
Each workshop participant will
Gamble Rogers
Jim Balliew has been touring be expected to aid in the
Liz Corrigan, who has also nightclubs and coffeehouses. His production of learning activity
appeared at the Flick, records for style is folk and pop, and he has packages, based upon development
Dot and Gateway records. She has independently produced a record of concepts and instruction
performed for the Mike Douglas from Miami.
materials and methods, once they
Show, and has appeared at Gerde's
Students interested in performing return to their own schools.
Folk City, the Cellar Door in are requested to audition. Rick
Applications are being accepted
Washington D.C., and the Alter, VC board member who is until May from elementary and
Troubador in Los Angeles. She has organizing the festival, will make secondary teachers throughout the
also performed with Rogers on appointments for auditions. He country, according to Dr. Tesori.
campus tours.
may be contacted by writing FTU The co-sponsored program is the
Patterson, who is currently P.O. Box 26607.
first of its kirid in I.he country and
. .lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllwas generated and developed
through a series of meetings
between officials from the State
University System, FTU, the
University of South Florida, the
Classes Which First. Meet
University of Miami, and NASA.
Final
Examination
Period
During the Week at
Similar sessions will be conducted
8- 9 :45 a.m., Tues., Ma.rch 16
8 a.m. Monday
at KSC July 12-22' by NASA and
10-11 :45 a.m., Tues., March 16
9 a.m. Monday
USF; and again next April by UM
8- 9:45 a.m., Wed., March 17
10 a.m. Monday
and the Space Agency.
10-11:45 a.m., Wed., March 17
11 a.m. Monday
A limH of 35 teacher-students has
12- 1 :45 p.m., Thurs., March 18
12 noon Monday
been established for each of the
10-11
:45
a.m.,
Fri.,
March
19
1 p.m. Monday
two-week workshops, Dr. Tesori
2- 3 :45 p.m., Thurs., March 18
2 p.m. Monday
noted.
·
121
:45
p.m.,
Fri.,
March
19
3 p.m. Monday
4- 5 :45 p.m., Wed., March 1 7
4 p.m. Monday
4- 5:45 p.m., Thurs., March 18
5 p.m. Mon~ay

Final Exam Schedule

8
9
10
12
1
2
3
5

a.m. Tuesday
a.m. Tuesday
a.m. Tuesday
noon Tuesday
p.m. Tuesday
p.m. Tuesday
p.m. Tuesday
p.m. Tuesday

Louis @
Volkswagen

8- 9 :45 a.m., Thurs., March 18
10-11 :45 a.m., Thurs., March 18
8- 9:45 a.m., Fri., March 19
12- 1 :45 p.m., Wed., Marc,h 17
12- 1 :45 p.m., Tues., March 16
2- 3:45 p.m., Tues., March 16
2- 3 :45 p.m., Wed., March 17
4- 5 :45 p.m., Tues., March 16

Nearest

NOTE:
I. Assistant Deans of those colleges desiring to schedule multiple
section courses should consider use of evening hours during the
March 16-19 period since no "free" day exists between the end of
Wint.er Quarter classes and Lhe beginning of the final examination
period. Auditorium and large classroom use should be scheduled
through the office of Administrative Planning as usual during this
period.
2. Classes which meet first during the week on Wednesday, Thursday,
or Friday should schedule day or evening examinations during the
period March 16-19 aL the discretion of the instructor in
consultation with all members of the class.
3. Classes which meet. at 6 p.m. or later normally meet for two hours
or more and should schedule examinations at the regular class hour
during the period March 16-19.
• 4. Continuing Education course examinations should be scheduled at
the regular class hour during Lim· period March 16-19.
5. Final examinations are mandatory if required by the course
instructor.
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"The Home of Happy Banking"
at
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5 Mites West of F.T.U.

F·TU' s Student Government
and The Village Center

277-7220

proudly present

Authorized Volkswagen DNler

6363 E. Colonial Drive

Captured By The Bug
'68 VW KOMBI

I

I

51895

IN CONCERT

'63 PLYMOUTH FURY

5495
'69 FASTBACK SEDAN

I

SJ895
'70 COUNTRY SQUIRE
WAGON

ADMISSION. FREE

'67 VW SOUAREBACK

51595

Coffee & Orange Juice
Investment Gounseling

TO FTU STUDENTS

'69 DELUXE BUG

1'J .•

~

Tickets are available at the Village Center Office
Marc~ 29, 30, 31

51795

HIGHWAY 17-92 AT PACKWOOD •PH. 644-7000·
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Wednesday, March 31st
8:30 P.M.
Orlando Municipal Auditorium

s3a95

Transfer of Funds

"The Lettermen"
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Fu TU re

a riga ions, C air
Give Performance

FuTUre CLASSIFIEDS
To order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the uo..<es
allowing 1 box for each letter, space and punctuation mark.
Count 2 boxes for capital letters. Don't use hyphens at the end
of a line (which contains 35 characters). Use additional forms
if more than 6 lines are required. Minimum charge is $1.50 for
6 lines. For additional line add $ 25. Multiply ~he total by the
number of weeks the ad is to be run. Mail the ad, with check
or money order to: FuTUre Classifieds, FuTUre, Florida
Technological University, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando, Fla.
32816. Payments made by cash are at the sender's risk.

DEADLINE 3:00 Wednesday
DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE
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Okays ENAUD

The choral contingent of FTU's Music Department presented a
program last Sunday in the Multi-Purpose Room. Featured. were the
Madrigalians performing works in that genre from the Renaissance to
the present, and the Concert Choir.
The Madrigalians began the program with four madrigals from
Orlando di Lasso, the great 16th century Flemish composer. R:flect~ng
the height of the era of Flemish polyphony, these songs are r1cq with
resonant chords and intricant harmonies. Moving forward
chronologically, the group sang "Gay Little Nymph," in w~ich tenors
Joe Morre} Tom Harden and Harvey Dixon played a prominent role,
and "One Smiling Summer Morning," a wistful song by .the Flem~sh
composer Philippe Verdelot. "Spring Returns" by Marenz10, featuring
elaborate interplay between altos and sopranos was followed by
"Lasciate Mi Morire", a passionate death lament by the pre-Baroq~e
innovator Montiverdi. The singers effectively captµred the dramatic
content here then changed to a mood of nostalgia for Cesar Cui's
"Cloud Mess~ngers." This is a more modern work containing subtle
harmonies which were sometimes difficult to distinguish.
Completing their section of the program, the Madrigalians sang three
Hungarian Folk Songs by the contemporary composer Matyas Seiber.
This is a novel, lighthearted suite consisting of the humorous "The
Handsome Butcher," the more subdued "Apple, Apple" and "The Old
Woman" which contained some very interesting special effects and
syncopations which were effectively produced by the singers.
The second half of the program featured the concert choir first with
two laments - the first "Ave Verum Corpus" by Mozart, the second
"Come Soothing Death," a passionate deathbed appeal. by J. S. Ba?h·
The third number called "Echo Song" by di Lasso, uses two choirs,
one' behind the other to provide the echo effect. This was accomplished
by the choir to excellent result .
. .
By far the most interesting piece on the program was Wilham
Schuman's "Prelude," a moving contemporary piece containing unusual
effects and desolating emotion. There were · excellent full ensemble
parts, haunting soprano parts and whispered chant-like accompaniment
for soloists Vicki Pringle and Dolores Bruns.
.
The final number was "Restoration" by Benjamin Edwards which,
with its hymnlike section in full chorale and brilliant climax, provided a
fitting conclusion to the program.

F~eMarshalC.W.McPhemon."IVs~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
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STUDEN'1'8 AND SG
Student Government is
attempting to establish
communication with the students
so that the senators can be sure that
what they are doing is what the
students want.
In order to have communication,
it is necessary to have feedback
from the students. To accomplish
this, the suggestion was made at last
Tuesday's Senate meeting to hold
open meetings with students every
Tuesday morning at 11 am so that
students may comment.
A certain senator was impressed
by the idea, and is attempting to
get some action started on it. If any
student has a comment on the idea
or the proposed time, he is asked to
put it in the SG suggestion boxes
located around campus.

The auditorium in the
Engineering Building was approved
for use this week by Deputy State
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by David Boelzner
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Army Eng1·neers Corps
r~s~~~tiosnu~~;~~~· st;;!~r het~id~~ Expla1·ned To ·students

!~i~g ~il~e r:li~~; ~~~~l ~tlit~~

problems of the Science
Auditorium. It's badly needed",
commented Fred Clayton, Physical

anticipate a problem in having the
seats approved.
The auditorium has upholstered
theatre seats with arms and is large
enough to hold 308 people. It also
has a projection room and varied
teaching facilities.
The auditorium was designed by
Warrent Smith Architects of
Lakeland, Florida, and is
approximately the same size as the
Science Auditorium.

By Mike Crites
Lt. Col. John R. McDonald, are really g1vmg them something
=t'
c
Deputy District Engineer of the they've never had. The people of
ct>
:0
Q)
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Vietnam are really thankful,"
m
Q.
spoke to students in a Science in explained Lt. Col. McDonald .
Human· Affairs Seminar in the
Lt. Co I. McDonald listed a
~
Science Auditorium last Tuesday. number of contributions of the
C"
The primary purpose of Lt. Col. Corps of Engineers to America:
Cl>
McDonald's speech was to point 19 000 miles of navigational waters
'tJ
c:
out the varied services which the pr~vided, 400 shoreline parks, 150
5!'.:
;;;·
Army Corps of Engineers render.
wildlife and fish area, $16 billion
cn
=t'
The Army Corps of Engineers flood loss reduction, over 300 flood
Cl>
-i
Q.
):>
was officially formed following the plane studies, one fourth of the
·O·
5·
-i
Revolutionary War by President total electric power of the United
m
MOVIE CHANGE
,...
George Washington. Lt. Col. States with no thermal or air
=t'
"The Loves of Isadora ," starring McDonald briefly sketched the pollution, three and one half billion
<t>
Vanessa
Redgrave
;will
be
shown
"Tl
history 'of' the corps including the gallons of water per day, and
c:
Saturday, March 13 , instead of building of the transportation emergency relief in over 100 cities.
"tl
a
-i
I
)>
Friday, March 12, as origin~lly system in the early 1800's,
c
In Florida the Corps develop.ed
~
0
scheduled. The Sunday evenmg exploration of the West, and maintains the Intercoastal
!I>
m
z
showing will be unchanged. Both completion of the Panama Canal, Waterway on the Atlantic coast, the
m
N
showings begin at 8: 1 5 pm in the flood control responsibility in the Gulf Coastal Waterway on Florida's
"tl
Science Auditorium. Admission is 1930's, and Army and Air Force west coast, and the Okeechobee
50 cen ts.
construction during World War II. Waterway . They began the Central
''We are one of the forces and Southern Florida flood control
·O·
building the country (Vietnam) up, project in 1947. The project
FACULTY ART EXHIBIT
Art professors Steven Lotz and ra ther than tearing it down," Lt . prevents water rationing in Miami,
Johann Eyfells will exhibit Col. McDonald said in reference to the absence of water in the
sc.ulptures and drawings in the the American involvemJnt in Everglades National Park, and
library lobby beginning March 1. Vietnam. The Army Corps of deaths to wildlife.
The Corps is developing the Four
The exhibit will continue through Engineers are building 300 to 400
miles of United States-type Rivers Basin Project in the Tampa
March 12.
highway, bridges, and airfields. "We area, serving a 15-county area. The
-------------------------~-----,primary
functions are wa~r
conservation projects, flood
control, and recreation.
A valuable service rendered by
the Corps is the restoration of
COEDS: Part time work. Three
Florida's public beaches. "If Miami
evenings and one-half day
Beach is returned to the public,
Saturday. $35.00 plus
commission. Call 425-6851.
then it can be restored," said Lt.
Col. McDonald as he explained the
poor condition of the beach under
~~~:u..t.::'!-r!&'!.'!!-;-;-;::::'!-:~:::::'f.'!-x~;,.=:~~·
private ownership.
3-6 FRIDAY
BEER BUST
The Army Corps of Engineers is
F'OR RENT
responsible for controlling dredging
Y~~:o:;:;:;:;:;:;-;:;:;s;:;:~:;:;~:;g;:;:~:"-:;:--:;:
1 POUND BEER 15¢
along 30,000 miles of . Florid~'s
EACH HALF HOUR 5e MORE
shoreline. One of their ma1or
Roommate wanted to share
house trailer in Bithlo. 6 miles
l~~~~~~~~1~7~-9~2~B~E~T~W:E:~EN:J:A::'·:A:L:A:l:A~N=D~K~·~MA~R~T~~~~~~~~projects~ the spraying of hyacinths
from FTU $50 per month and JI,
I.'.
with 24-D to prevent them from
utilities. Call Bil I. 568-4~53 .
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
choking off lakes and waterways.
Lt. Col. McDonald explained that
before a project is initiated it goes
Featuring ....
through a legislative process which
A Complete Line of
lasts more than five years. By the
* Tape Decks - Tapes
time it is started, it has passed the
* One Year Warranty
House of Representatives and
* Speakers and Accessories
Senate twice, and gone through the
Also - Complete Service
White House three times. It has
And Installation
been coordinated by every agency
involved.
The press has often misled the
people as to the objectives of the
Corps, Lt. Col. McDonald pointed
out. He urgently stressed
Graduates: Want to have a final
throughout the speech that the
word? Do i:t with a FuTUre
Army Corps of Engineers is
Stereo
Auto
Tape
Player
only
Classified March 12.
primarily interested, in all their
projects, to retain the natural
WITH TWO SPEAKERS INSTALLED
$1.50 for six lines.
environment in all areas. Adverse
- WITH THIS AD Deadline:
publicity has been due to people
who are not informed, contended
Wednesday (12 noon)
T.t. Col. McDonald.
~
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69 AUSTIN AMERICA

Marian Price, 2212
1962 Falcon 4 dr . Good
condition, $300.00 cash. Call
after 5 pm 422-0921.

Three bedroom, two bath, Heat
and air 100x300 fenced.
Carpeted. Beasley Road between
Oviedo and FTU. $27,500. Own
water, 365-3982 after 6 or
weekends.
ltbbbl.l~~~

HIBLP WANTED
ltd db Jj m
nnnnp "'?'? 11.W

PPP"'"'

Earn extra income on or off
campus in your spare time. This
can be developed into over
$1000 month income full time.
Under $25 investment required.
Call 1-636-8446 for
appointment.

TGIF

Want to
congratulate
a graduating
Senior?

Bel le Wood Model 1100

- SPECIAL OFFER
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Fu TUre

The !tfaterial presently being ' party for the children of the
turned into the FuTUre by Morning Star Children's Home. The
fraternities and sororities for the' party is planned for Friday, March
"It's Greek To Me" column is 12, and will include various forms
getting a little bit out of hand. The of entertainment for the children.
FuTUre would appreciate it if Also in the line of service ATO is
Greeks would adhere to the organizing a project to be called
"Seven Days to Give" which will
following guidelines:
Copy must be turned into the involve collecting food and clothes
FuTUre office by Tuesday of each for those people living in the
week at 3 pm. No late copy will be tornado disaster areas of
printed. If possible, have it typed Mississippi. The project will be
haildled in cooperation with the
double space.
We realize that the column is National Red Cross.
The ATO brothers defeated the
primarily used for scrapbook
material. That is not it's purpose pledges in a football game last
however - if is supposed to be a Friday afternoon by a score of
means of communciation between 72-6.
This Saturday night . the ATO's
Greek organizations. Constant
ref erral to personal items and will be the hosts of members of
editorial comments must be cut Delta Chi Omega sorority of
Seminole Junior College. The
out.
.
Please do not write in the first evening will provide an opportunity
person. Refer to your organization · for the brothers to extend their
hospitality to girls of another
as "they".
Delete sports information from school and broaden their social
the copy. The FuTUre Sports horizons. Socials with other
Department covers all athletic sororities are also planned,

PAE

Saturday night, after the Pledge
Walk, the brothers and pledges and
dates are going to the Central
The brothers of Phi Alpha Florida Fair for the evening, if they
Epsilon had a tremendous weekend, can still walk. Meeting time is 7 pm
the highlight of which was a huge at the Fraternity House. All
bash thrown for the SAE brothers brothers and P,ledges come!
from Florida Southern.
This Sunday the brothers,
The P AE's are anxiously awaiting pledges, and Sweethearts will be
the events of next week. Tuesday is making tracks to Wekiwa Sprigns
SAE Founders' Day and the PAE's for the entire day. The fraternity is
along with the Alumni of SAE are furnishing the hot dogs and
planning another great celebration. everyone will be renting their
Those dignitaries who will be in canoes and rowing down to the
attendance are Claude R. Kirk, Springs itself. Meeting time is 10:30
Senator Bill Gunter, Senator at the Fraternity House.
George Smathers and many others.
The first Annual Daytona Beach
Dean Proctor will be in attendance Easter trip is all planned for Sigma
as will other FTU officials.
Sigma Chi and their Alumni. The
The highlight of the week will be fraternity has six rooms on the
a visit from Robert Cousins of the beach for the entire weekend and
permanent extension committee of rumor has it that there may be
SAE. Cousins will examine Phi many parties held.
Alpha Epsilon and FTU and make
Sigma Sigma Chi would like to
his _ re_po~ to the prov!nce office. thank everyone that bought a ticket
Th1.s is Just one s~ep m the very and came to their car wash this past
deliberate and detailed program of Saturday. The car wash was a huge
establishing new colonies for SAE . ... financial success and they thank

Hey, Duddy, you gotta lift for a footsore Greek? FTU fraternity brothers are practicing
their most hopeful looks in order to prepare for the March of Dimes 20-mile walk around
Orange County Saturday. Walkers from all over the county, each representing sponsors
contests and
we have been
coming across a number of
duplications.
Pictures are needed for lhe
column. No more than lwo per
week can be used so il will not be
necessary to turn in a picture each
week. If a special evenl is planned,
get in touch with the FuTUre and
arrangement will be made for a
photographer.

TKE

The TEKES would like to
congratulate the brothers of ATO
for the bang-up job they did with
Project PAT. They know some were
hard -put to keep things up, but few
petered Ol!t. TKE is now
investigating Lhe feasibility of such
a project; keeping in mind they
want to get out of it most of what
they put in.
First reports indicate the IFC
Confab in Atlanta, Ga. was quite a
success. Bob Smedley of Delta Tau,
Bob Stevens of ATO, and Gary
Hallman of TKE brought back
some ideas that will hopefully
revive a lacadaisical IFC.
The TKE annual War Games
commenced in Pierson, Fla. last
Friday with brothers, little sisters
and pledges split into armies intent
upon inflicting each other with
whatever was available in the
pastme. It was a great weekend especially for Dan Connors.
The pledges of TKE are getting it
together for a final ba-;h at Brother
Egan and SLeinmann 's place this
Saturday for an all day splurge . All
brothers, little sisters, and pledges
are expected to be there early.
TKE would like to invite all
greeks, independents , faculty, and
staff Lo their first monthly Sunday
service this Mai-ch 7, 4-5 p.m. in the
Scie~.e Auditorium. The first gu est
speaker of this program will be
Father Patrick O'Neal of the
Newman- Center. Come and talk
about what you are interested in
and not necessarily what you are
used to .

ATO
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity, in
keeping with the ideals set forth by
the fraternity, is planning an Easte r

AT
The pledges of Delta Tau
Fraternity held a party for the
actives this past weekend. A
smashed success was had by all.
Elections were held for the pledge
class officers and they are as
follows: president, Jim Lehman;
vice president, Jim Key; secretary,
Allen Mathews; and treasurer,
David Taylor.
The pledges would also like to
recognize one of their: illustrious
members, Jim Gantner who is the
current Station Manager of WFTU.
Also many blessings to Mark
Grayson and Gwen Odom on their
recently announced engagement.

TYES

Tyes held a Mother-Daughter Tea
la's t Sunday at the Foxcroft
Apartments. Sandi Whidden gave a
brief history of Tyes for the.

who have pledged so much a mile for the March of Dimes will try to hoof it 20 miles for
charity. Apparently Security didn't want to play favorites, because the campus cop
passed by without stopping. (Photo by Randy Drake.)

KS

The brothers of Phi Alpha
Epsilon will be participating in the
March of Dimes Pledge Walk this
Kappa Sigma Fraternity was Saturday. Approximately 20 will be
surprised by an unexpected visitor walking for PAE and it is rumored
at last Friday night's party. This that some will be running.
does not mean that the brothers'
fun was spoiled; on the contrary,
some did not know whether they
Sigma Sigma Chi's first Annual
were coming or going! Hell's Angel Party was held this
Congratulations should be given to past Saturday night at the
the winners of the various Fraternity House. Brothers
"contests" at the party. They are: pledges, Sweethearts, and guest~
Don Watts, drinking; Paul were present . and a couple of
Harkiewiez, loving; pledge Karl "other" uninvited guests also.
Lorenz, eating; and to the "also Liquid refreshments were served
carries", Bill Br:ewer and John and live music was presented by a
Voepel.
band from Cocoa. The cos tu mes
Last F ·riday several of the were out-of-sight.
brothers took three pledges over to
Tomorrow Sigma · Sigma Chi is
the Kappa Sigma Chapter of South participating in the March of Dimes
Florida to spend the weekend. Pledge Walk that will cover 20
Instead of putting the pledges to miles. There wil1 be between fifteen
work, Kappa Sigma of South to twenty - brothers making·
the
Florida partied with them the pledge walk to help make money
whole Lwo days and had a great for the March of Dimes. Sigma
time. The pledges who made the Sigma Chi feels this is a very
trip were Greg Bretz, Dave worthwhile effort for any group or
Carroway, and Mat·k Dahl.
individual to participate in and asks
This Saturday morning, Kappa everyone to support, by walking or
Sigma will be walking twenty by dollar donations, the March of
brothers ,strong in the first annual Dimes Pledge Walk.. In addition to
March of Dimes pledge walk. The theit· own pledges to walk, Sigma
brothers have been collecting
pledges per mi le all week and would Sigma Chi Fraternity will be
appreciate any amount anyone will sponsoring Dean Proctor for fifty
donate. They urge all other Greeks cents per mile, or a total of $10, if
to back this worthy cause. Also, Dean Proctor finishes the 20 miles
and he says he can. Any bets?
'
pledge Dean Procter and watch him
walk!

ssx

also the local Sigma Chi Alumni
that came by and had their cars
washed. Thanks also to Sandi
Wernig, Susan Best, Mimi Rhyne,
and Kay Booth, four of the
Sweethearts, that came by and
helpe~ wash many cars, even
though it wasn't required.

SORORAS
Sororas Sorority has been really
busy with many activities during
the quarter. Their list of activities
included a car wash which took
place last Sunday. Sororas is
concentrating on the Pledge Walk
for the March of Dimes scheduled
for tomorrow. They are
participating whole-heartedly in the
walk to do their part in helping to
prevent birth defects. Many of the
sisters participated in the Mother's
March also .
Sororas had a spaghetti dinner
this quarter at the Stone
Conundrum. So many requests to
have another have been .made that
the girls have one planned for
spring quarter.
Last Sunday the sisters got
together at Berna Thompson's
apartment at Grove Park for an
all-day planning workday. All had a
good time and a lot of planning was
done.

mothers and Mary Lou Rajchel and
Carol Darty provided musical
entertaiament. Dippo Woycik
played the piano for the mothers.
Refreshments were served with the
help of Mrs. Linda Eastman. Dean
of Women B. Gwen Sarchet was
also an honored guest. The affair
ended with the Tyes traditional
song. The event was such a success
that it has been added to Tyes list
of annual events.

ASn
The Brothers of Theta Sigma
Chapter of the International
Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi thank
J. Wilson from the College of
Business for his informative
presentation of February 23. His
experience as Personnel Manager
for G.E. and the video presentation
he has produced on campus will be
o_f certain benefit to the
Brotherhood in their future job
interviews.
Ken Leyland, Vice-President of
George Stuart will speak to the
Brothrs at Delta Sigma Pi after
dinner at the Black Angus on
Friday, March 12. Faculty members
of the College of Business are
invited as usual. The function will
be attended by the brothers
pledges, alumni, and their wives
dates.

and

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

In continuing with their ci vie
pride, Kappa Sigma will umpire
Little League baseball games in the
Unior Park area this season
beginning at the end of March. As
always, Kappa Sigma 's chaperoning
of the Orlando Youth Center is still
in progress with their Grand Master,
John Smith, having the lucky duties
this Saturdav .
This weekend the brothers are
planning a "gel together" at the
house Friday and Saturday nights, ·
along with a fraternity outing to
Wekiwa Springs, starting at noon,
this Sunday.

ff!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

RAMADA
INN- EAST

HAVING AN AFFAIR?
HAVE IT WITH US!

EL ·BODEGON"coc·KTAIL LOUNGE LA COMIDA DIN·ING ROOM -

OPEN: 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

OPEN: 6 A.M. - 10 P.M.
Much thanks goes to the House·
Manager Dave Hansen, who put up
273-1500
the new permanent Kappa Sigma
11731 E. Colonial Drive (Near FTUJ
sign last week with the help or~·
so n;ie other bro the rs .
ll:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJ.I
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Water Works
IFouls The Air
Hydrogen sulfide escapes into the
·r from the water plant located on
FTU Boulevard about 500 feet
from SR 436. The sulfurous odor is
obnoxious to many students who
travel the road.
The escaping gM results from an
aeration process which removes
. ulfur from water before it is sent
to the pipes and into homes. Jim
. anty of the General Water Works
Corporation said that Plant No. 5,
' the particular water plant in
ques~ion, is due to be expanded
soon.
A new dimension for the
correction of typing or written
errors. Handles like a pen,
dispensing with metered
accuracy the right amount of
correction fluid. A touch of
the tip of the pen to the paper
places the special formula over
the mistake, completely
covering it, and forming a new
surface on the paper. Easy,
quick, and convenient.
25

$)

Dr. Martin Wanielista, FTU
associate professor of Civil
Engineering, estimated that a
filtering device for the water plant
would raise the price of water for
people in the area by two cents for
1,000 gallons. This would mean an
additional $2 or more a month for
people in order to eliminate the
. odor.
1

Plans for Lake Claire have been drawn up for a long
time. Ask anyone what is going on out there or what
exactly this is in the picture and they'll tell you that

Lake Claire is still under development, still under
Canty said that if a filter was put
development ...
into use the increase in the cost of

Lk. Claire Deve.lopment
Effects HardCl~reTo Predict Campus
GI

In convenient spill-proof
bottle. A touch with the
tapered brush takes a small or
large area to be corrected into
the paper, leaving a like-new
surface for retyping. Liquid
Paper also covers most ball
point or felt tip pen errors.
Goes on easily, dries quickly
and smoothly.

Kopy-Aid
Copyholders

These patented sturdy metal
calibrated copy holders make
toogh typing jobs go faster,
easier with their Alnico V
magnetic "touch and go" line
guide, and "easy change"
magnetic paper holder bar.
(Holds up to 6 sheets.) No
mechanical adjustments nothing to get out of order!
Folds flat for carrying or
storage in drawer - opens and
locks for no-tip stability. The
magnetic line guide holds line
in perfect horizontal position
for easy reading; reduces
costly errors; saves time in
checking and typing.
Model 31-S - With bottom
ledge for cards, books, etc.

s1oso

As FTU expands into the Lake
ecology -minded students will be
development of the lake will have on
"Any type of developme nt will
Chest nut, director and assistant .
/professor of Biological Sciences . He
indicated that it is difficult to
predict what e ff e c ts the
idevelopment will have.
Dr. Don Henley, assistant
professor of Biological Sciences ,
seemed to share the idea that it
would be difficult to predict now
what will happen when the lake
area is open to recreational
activities. Dr. Henley's limnology
class (BIOL 451) in the Spring
Quarter will do a study of the lake
area and attempt to evaluate the
possible ecological effects of
development.
Campus Planner James Schroeder
explained that 40 per cent of the
lake's shore will be developed as a
beach area and recreational facility,
and 60 per cent will remain natural .
He predicted that the lake will be
available for use this summer.
Student Government will police the
picnic area, boathouse facilities,
and the beach area. Power boats
will not be allowed.
Shroeder quoted the cost of the
project as $15,000. In addition to
the above-mentioned facilities there
will be a limestone parking lot and
a road of access from the main
campus to Lake Claire.
"The entire area that Lake Claire
drains off is not populated,"
explained Dr. Henry Whittier,
assistant professor of Biological
Sciences and advisor to FTU's
Biology Club . He went on to say
that the lake is uncontaminated and
very desirable for studies in biology
and other fields of science. Dr.
'Whittier indicated that the lake will
be intended for the maximum
h
h
benefit to the students
· t roug t a1
minimum o f environmen a
alterations.
·11 b
Nature trails in t h e area WI
e
·
bl
f
th
Il t.
f
valua e
or
e co ecton
.tt'
t
d
It
l
D
Wh
materia s, r.
1 1er sugges e ·
could serve as a useful outdoor
laboratory.
"We must be careful not to
destroy the natural beauty that
makes Lake Claire beautiful,"

area nort h o f t he campus,
wondering just what effe ct the
the environment.
alter the lake," said Dr. Thomas

assistant professor of Biology .
All the facul t y members
consulted by the FuTUre agreed
that t he parking lot and road
should not drain into the lake. The
contents of the lake are generally
acidic and drainage from the
limest~ne would be basic. Drainage
of the parking lot and road is
planned for a nearby swamp .

Ref lec1·1ng Pool
changes DeIaye d
Improvements for the reflecting
pond between the Administration
building and the Library building
will not begin until possibly next
year, according to Fred Clayton,
director of FTU Physical Plant.
The delay is because of the
current moratorium on university
spending.
The new fountainhead, when it is_
purchased, will be multi-spray, and
nothing at all like the fountain
currently being used .. Clayton said
that the single-spray fountain was
"an immediate expediency."
Improvements will also include
lights . Physical Plant will be
purchasing lights and fountainhead
and will direct their installment.
"The
most immediate
improvement in the pond's looks is
a clean-up job which began this
week.

At...

~

water would not be immediate. The
cost of maintaining the filter would
necessitate a raise in the price of
·water . Canty had no idea of how
much the increase would be.

Teeple Heads
Cred•1t un·1on
ances .

DANCE
A post-basketball season dance is
being sponsored by the Village
Center Marcl-i 5. Playing will be
" RH Factor." The dance begins
after the c<impus r..10 vie, and will
last until 1 am. Dress is casual.
There is no admi~sion charge.
-oLIBRARY BOOKS
All books checked out to faculty
and staff for winter quarter will be
due on or before March 19. Faculty
and staff are asked to renew only
those materials they will need for
spring quarter.
-oSTUDY ROOMS
Need a place to study between
classes? Rooms 108 and 109 of the
Administration Building, across from
the Publications Office have been
designated by the Univ~rsity Space
Committee as student study
lounges . They are open from 8 am
to 10 pm.

The FTU ~redi~ Union held_ its
first organ1zat1onal meeting
Thursday and saw a large turnout
of interested FTU employees. The
first slate of officers was elected.
The Board of Directors includes
President, Dr. Eugene Teeple; Vice
President, Dr. Cecil Poston;
Treasurer, Mrs. Beti Bunnell;
Secretary, Mrs. Marjorie Payne; and
Mrs. Liz Cunningham. Members of
the Credit Committee include Bill
Duam, Jim Gracey, and Dr. Fred
Green. The Membership/Education
Committee (Marketing) is chaired
lby Ljz Cunningham and members •
will be named within the week.
Additionally the Supervisor
Committee is to be announced at a
later date.
The first Board of Directors and
committee members have begun
work and expe~t paper work to be
completed within the month .
For further information contac~
Liz Cunningham at 2504 or BetJ
Bunnell at 2711.

Th e OnI'I 6':S pygm 'I
ff

T0 speale ff ere ·Tuesday

Jean-Pierre Hallet, collector of
African tribal artifacts, author, and
for· more than 10 years a one-man
"Peace Corps," is speaking at the
FTU Science Auditorium Tuesday
at 10 am . After delivering the first
portion of his program he will
'answer any questions posed to him
TUITION WAIVERS
Some out-of-state tuition waivers :until 11 am when he· will present
are still available. Professors who :thesecondhalfofhisstory.
Hallet, who signed with the
know of students who might
Belgian Ministry of Colonies in
qualify should contact Donald
1948, is the only c.aucasian
Baldwin in Financial Aid.
member of the two pygmy tribes,
"()the Banande and the Balega.
COP COURSE
Assigned to _ the Congo as an
More than 200 students, many of agronomist and sociologist, Hallet
them area lawmen, will begin a new had to win the confidence of the
Law Enforcement "ourse starting in African tribes with such feats as
lion with a
I
Masai spear, an act which only one
out of three Masai warriors survive.
Hallet learned six aboriginal
languages and 17 dialects. After
worth of clothes FREE
earning their trust, Hallet was able
Just for being a Clothes Horse customer. to teach the African tribes to
cultivat~ soil, to build homes · and
schools.
During a drought, he risked his
job by defying conservation laws
and dynamited fish to provide food
for the starving people of South
Mosso. He lost his right hand when
GO TO EITHER CLOTHES HORSE STORE
a defective fuse exploded
AND ASK ABOUT THIS GREAT PLAN.
prematurely, and had to walk alone
through 200 miles of jungle to the
nearest hospital.
In 1960, Hallet decided to leave
'THE
the Congo because of the urpisings.
Unlike most- Europeans who were
forced to escape and leave all their
HWY ...36 AT ALOMA AVE. e WINTER rARK
possessions, Hallet packed about 13
CONWAY CENTER • ORLANDO
tons of primitive arts and crafts,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~and WM escorted aero~ the border

1

by a band of his tribal b~oth~r.s .
The collection is now considered
the finest private collection of
African artifacts ever assembled,
and is now at the University of
California.
Hallet has written a book of his
years in the Congo,', "Congo

°

s_t~r~e~s~s~e~~~~L~le~w~e~l~ly~n~~E~h~r~h~a~r~t~·~t~h~e~S~p~ri~n~g~Q~u~u~t~e~r~-~·~~~~~~baWing a · 45 o~ound

Lit-Ning
Stationery Cabinet
The decorator's touch of
handsome black-and-walnut
grained vinyl is added to this
modern cabinet. Stores work
papers, letterheads, envelopes,
and other important items
within easy reach. Does
double duty when there's
collecting to be done. 6
horizontal sliding shelves and
2 top compartments for
envelopes .
Letter Size

. . ... george ·stuart
Phone:

241-3431

133 EAST ROBINSON
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

e

NOTICE

e

s1000

THE STUDENT BONUS. CLUB
~tl&Jd2.I

Jean-Pierre Hallet
Kitabu," and h~ is planning a 2,000
acre sanctuary in California for the
preservation of African .. animals,
traditional cultures, art and folklore
to be called «congoland, USA."
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GodIathers Delay
Transfer Program

j

ELLIS NAMED
The Regents approved the
appointment of FTU's Dr. Leslie ·
Ellis as Dean for Graduate Studies
and Research.
MORITORIUM
The Regen ts agreed to call an
indefinite (3-5 year) moritorium on
new doctoral p1·ograms in the
university system in order to study
the changing needs in these fields.
SG POWER
Representatives from the Council
of Student Government Presidents
predicted during the meeting that
the Council will become a more
potent force in the university
structure. SG organizations
expressed strong opposition to any
increases in tuition.
TUITION WOE
"Now I see why they close the library balcony during
Regents' Chairman D. Burke
Kibler, III, told the board he hoped
there would be a way found to
keep tuitions from increasing, but
that it would ultimately be up to
the State Legislature.
A suggestion that student fee
monies used for SG might be
re-channeled toward making up
deficits, brought cold stares from
SG representatives.
The State Board of Regen ts has approved a retraining program for
PRO STUDENTS
'iI'he Regents were asked to take a thousands of jobless engineers and technicians at Cape Kenne-dy.
hard look at professionial students
The board okay may shortly be followed by a $32,000 federal grant to
- the fellow who wants to make a set up the program, a study program at FTU, Brevard Community
cru·eer out of staying in school. It College and Florida Institute of
was noted that . although most Technology.
Murray .
students want a quick education in
When the study is completed, a
Dr. Murray made it clear that
.o rd e r to be about the task of $15 million grnnt will be sought to FTU's part of the program would
making a living, there are some who implement a pilot program which, involve just those persons in the
hang on in school, taking up space, if successful, will re-train more than Orlando, Titusville and Daytona
time and money with no real goals 3,000 Cape people in the fields of areas, and that FTU would in no
in mind.
environmental studies.
way attempt to offer overlapping
The two-year masters program in services with FIT, Melbourne.
"e nvironmental systems
FIT officials have been angered
management" will be directed recently by what they considered
toward making pollution experts of was an attempt by FTU to establish
the workers laid off by NASA. FTU itself as the center for technical
and FIT will re-train scientists while education in Central Florida. The
BCC will retrain technicians.
boundary lines mentioned at the
The political aspects of the Regents meeting were seen as a stab
"T here are broader aspects
program were still evident during at re-establishing harmonious
- involved here than just grading,",
the brief presen ta ti on to the board relations with the Melbourne
Dr. Perry told the board. "The
by Orlando Regent Dr. Louis school.
question is whether the community
colleges in the state are a viable part
of the state university system. If
they are not going to be so
considered, then there must be
created within the state university
system, lower divisions to handle
FACULTY TALENT?
the needs of the new students.
The Village Center Talent show is
"GenLlemen," Dr. Perry
concluqed, "Times are changing." being opened to faculty members
FTU cast a vote in favor of the who wish to perform. Faculty and
new plan at the meeting of the administration who are
council of University Presidents. non-professionals with a talent or
But de piLe the nearly unanimous interesting hobby are asked to
support of the presidents, the contact Linda Eastman of the
regents voted to return the proposal Village Center before April 20 for
auditions .
to commi LLee for further study.
A two-year effort to standardize
admissions criteria for community
college students seeking entrance
into state universities, was delayed
at least another month by the State
Board of Regents meeting in St.
Pete1·sburg this week.
Despite pleas from some
university presidents, the board
voted to postpone action on the
proposal which would eliminate
from consideration a failing grade
in a course if the course were
re-taken and a better grade
achieved.
Under the present system, a
junior college student who failed a
course in history, then took the
course · over again with a resulting
"A", would be given credit for a
"C" on the grade report that
college entrance administrators
would see and judge.
The new. proposal would allow
only the second grade to count and
be considered on a junior college
student's transfer application to a
state university.
Arguing against the new plan was
U. of. Florida President Dr. Steven
O'Conne ll, who said it would create
a number of new problems. "And
besides, the economic effect of this
has not been fully analyzed."
Board Member Chester Ferguson
said he would like to see the plan
expanded to include the freshmen
and sophomore students in state
universities whd decide to transfer
to other institutions.
"I don't think a student should
be penalized for how well he did
the second time around in a course
by how poorly he did the first time
through," Ferguson said.
A strong advocate of the new
plan was Dr. Charles Perry,
president of Florida International
University. FIU will be drawing
most of its students from the ranks
of junior college grads.

..

Aff~~~--::.71_,,
finals."

Territory Staked Out
For Retraining Plan

Campus
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Zales Custom
Class Rings

(305)
647 - 4962

STUDENT
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

Custom style your ring with the school name,
on the base and with a design or plain setting for the stone .
Choose the stone in your school color, b irthstone, black onyx,
or o diamond. Oh yes, we ' ll engrave your initials, too .

· zALES~

COMPONENTS · SPEAKER SYSTEMS
RECEIVERS· TAPE DECKS

flWELIUlS

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.
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COLONIAL
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The Village Center Board Announces Elections of New Members
All interested persons must pick up and fill out an application by today, March 5, 5:30 pm.
Serve your school
th rough the Vi I lage Center Boa rd of Student Di rectors.

~

'

PARK AVENUE SOUTH

FUNCTIONS
'The Board defines policies for and
directs the organization and
administration of activities, programs
and services which serve the students,
faculty, staff and alumni of FTU.
The Board acts in an advisory
capacity to the Director of t _h e Vill~ge
Center and the University
administration with regard to the
management and operation of the
Village Center and its auxiliary
enterprises.

ELIGIBILITY AND SELECTION
Student Directors must be full-time
FTU students who have achieved
sophomore standing at the time of
selection. They cannot be on academic
or restrictive probation.
A student director of the Board who
acquire probationary status while in
office is eligible to remain on the
Board · only after petitioning the
E_ligibility Committee of the Office of
Student Affairs and receiving their
authorization to do so.

The Village Center shall select the
student Directors for the following
year. Student directors shall be sleeted
by a two-thirds vote of the board
before April 15, for the year
immediately following.
Juniors wishing to continue serving
on the VC Board shall announce their
intentions to the current board and
shll be considered as candidates for
student directors along with the new
candidates.

'
'

!

POWERS OF THE BOARD ~
To define board policy; to initiate
and ratify admendments to the
constitution; to impeach and remove
board members; to select the
succeeding board and to fill vacancies
in the board; to allocate funds to and
to supervise the Village Center student
activities division; to approve all
presidential appointments; to
participate in all board functions. Each
student director, faculty director ancl"
___staff .dke.ctqr_is eCltiJ:l~d t.P_Qrte. vote., _
.

.
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Takes Third In State
FTU To Host
72 State Tourne
By Duncan Marks

The FTU grapplers , formerly the
Wrestling Club and now known as ·
the FTU Wrestling team, took third
place in the state in the Florida
Collegiate Wrestling Championship
held in Miami Saturday.
The University of Florida took
first with a team total of 11 7
points, followed by Miami-Dade
North Junior College, the former
state champs with 58 . FTU was a I
close third with 48. Behind FTU
was Florida A&M, Florida State
and the University of Tampa.
Two FTU wrestlers took second
place individually in the state. Fred
Maust, in the 150 pound weight
class, lost to Bob Penna of
Gainesville when he was pinned and ·
took second. Penna is a former high
school state wrestling champion
and is currently on scholarship to
(Photo by Jon Findell)
Gatorland. There were 10 wrestlers
Kappa Sigma team member appears t.o be taking it on the chin
at MclJarty is up t.o bat against Rollins College during a scrimmage , competing for honors in that class.
Heavyweight Johnny Rouse was Tuesday in intramural soccer action when this PAE kicked the ball right
t Wednesday at Harper Shepard field.

oldsox Sock Saints ~it~:~:!~Rt;:~~:~; FTUw;s-0· ·1enn1s·,·;;;Uen
-0, 7-1 In Openers wi,~~~::s~:m~~~e~;e.pleased 'S p• .,ed' 'B. ut a- 3

I,,

win to get a personal trophy along

I

with
this year's success," said Coach
Gerry Gergley. "Look at the
accomplishments the team has
struck out a total of 18 batters in a made - four months ago they were
By Mike Crites
row. · Fifteen of these strike-outs a bunch of inexperienced guys None of the matches scheduled
came in pre-season scrimmages and and now they are a good wrestling for the Tennis Knights will be a
the three others came in the first team."
pushover. Today at 2 pm on
inning of FTU's 14-0 ·win over I
campus, Dr. Alexander Wood · will
Florida Bible.
direct his team in a match against
During this_ se~on's p~actice ·
~
Florida Atlantic University from
sessions, Pantebas did not think he •
Boca Raton. Dr . Wood commented
would be using Colborn much for j
that the match will be "exciting
anything other than a spot reliever.
s~,-,._
because of FAU's exceptional front
Now Pantelias . feels t~at Colborn!·
J..-V~
line players."
will be one of his best pitchers.
The Knights dropped a match to
Pantelias faces the fut~re with a l
Seminole Junior College last Firday
team capable of doubling up at .
by a slim 5-4 margin. Playing time
every position. He has seven •
for the meet was six hours, and set

"Goldsox" baseball team of
ida Technological University
ought home two wins from
iami last weekend after beating
lor i da Bible College in a
ioubleheader meet.
During the first game that was
layed Friday night, the Goldsox
oeat Florida Bible in a 7-1 victory.
[n the second game played
Saturday night, the FTU ~atmen
,hawed even more skill by
h-ouncing the Saints 14-0. A third
~ame that was scheduled earlier was
:i.ncelled due to a faulty

J,.,..,....,

~~~~~:~t!~at ~OCke~ O~t tl~e ~~Ci~~S ~eS~:r:;~~~=Sp~~w~liti~!I •.:

NEWS
c:~~ £19?:i::J

The outcome m Miami has considerable once the team is well
uoyed baseball coach Jack into the season. "Our boys are
Only two wrestl~rs had any
antelias , who would like to make a eager and ready to play.''. Pa~telias previous experience when the team
"d showing against an exclaimed. "I know we will wm our first formed as a club in November.
rienced team like Rollins . share of games!"
Now seven are ranked in the state.
.ge that FTU played last
FTU will play its first home game · Scott Campbell, 142 pounds, Jim
-day.
on March 18 when ,the Goldsox Weaver 158, Rick Norton 118, and
senior right hander Paul host Lyndon State College of Don Biggers 190 took fourth places
en had never played high Vermont at Tinker Field.
in the tournament.
l baseball when FTU form~d
The next scheduled game of the
The FTU wrestling coaches
wn team last year. Colborn is season will be played tomorrow announced Wednesday that the
e in the fact that although he has against the Tampa University in school will host the 1972 State
Collegiate wrestling championships.
ever played baseball at all, he has Tam a at 3 m.
Because of the limited facilities on
Uk' .AND<>"'\ Nf.W~ST ORJVf.·IN TIIEATRE
campus, the wrestling staff will
probably turn to a local high school
gym for the tourney.
"If everything goes wel1," said
DRIVE-IN THEA T-RE
Assistant Coach John Ellis, "we will
EAST 50 AT UNION PA~
win it."
TELEPHONE : 273-0880
The turning point this season for
the wrestling club, accorging to
Thru Tuesday
Ellis was when the regulation mat
arrived. "There was no way
otherwise - we wouldn't have any
conditioning, endurance or
stamina." For the team's morale,

SUBURBAN

Kelahar after dropping the first set
6-1. The winning sets were both
8-6. Bell and Tom Poppell of FTU
swept by Ford and Haddard with
sets of 6-1 and 6-2 to tie the overall
score at 4-4.
Dr. Wood de scribed the
conclusion to the match as very
exciting. Bierau and Meyer of SJC
took the first set 'of the final
doubles match of the evening by a
margin of 6-4. Whitacre and
Howard carried the second set out
before succumbing by a score of
10-8.

~~~,~~~~~~ aa:ai~-:t· s~~~~O~f }~~ h~:;r~~iV~fS!!~U~~ ~~:~a;~~;j~~

were decided in three sets.
FTU lost twice earlier in the
season to_ a combined squad of
junior varsity and varsity players
from Rollins College by identical
scores of 6-3.
SJC jumped to a 2-0 advantage
over the Knights with singles
victories by Bobbie Crawford
against FTU's Jim Kelahar and Ed
Mannock over Charlie Herring.
Herring took the second set 6-1
after dropping the first sirt 2-6.
Mannock took the match with a 6-3
advantage in the final set.
Captain Larry Whitaker put FTU
on the scoreboard with 6-2, 6-0
defeat of Dick Meyer. Carl Bierau
of SJC downed Bill Bell in three
sets: 6-0, 9-11, and 6-4. The
Knights tied the score at 3-3 with
victories by Bruce Broussard and
Ralph Stone. Broussard's win over
Mark Ford included sets of 6-0, 6-8,
and 9-6. Stone had sets of 6-2 and
6-3againstMikeHaddard.
SJC's doubles team of Crawford
and Mammock came from behind
to defeat the team of Herrin and

the match against FTU from the
usual five hours to a best of 15
game match that would last between
1 and 1 1/ 2 hours. Dr . Wood
proposed the idea and said that the
scoring plan would be revolutionary
as no other colleges see it .
FTU will also play the College of
Orlando, Stetson University, and
Florida Institute of Technology, all
of which will be deciding whether
or not to play under the new
scoring plan .
"By the end of the year the
players will be able to give each
other moral support ," said Dr .
Wood. "They have never played in
tournaments be f ore and are
inexperienced. But I am terribly
proud df them. The team spirit is
great."
In singles compet~ tion the
individual records for FTU are:
Whitacre 3-0, Broussard 2-0, Don
Hodgskins 1-1, Kelahar 1-2, Herring
1-2, Bell 1-2, Stone 0-1, and Dave
Etzold 0-1, for a team total of 9-9.
In doubles competition, Herring
(Continued on page 10)
and Kelahar are 0-2, Bell and
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~=~~fup~ll ~ 1-0. Brou~~ ~d
· Poppell are 1-0, Whitacer and
you don't see what yon wam.,
Howie Vanderwater are 0-1,
it!
Hodgskins and Kelahar are 0-1.
Broussard and Stone are 0-1, Bell
and Etzold are Q-1, Whitacre and
Herring are 0-1, for a team total of
2-7.
Wood explained the poor doubles
record, "This is the first year that
these people have played together."
P. 0 . BOX 248 • OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765
He pointed out tha t the doubles
Five minutes north of F.T.U.
tennis team is "the most difficult
team to develop .. . there is only one
Phone 365-3272 other person re lated ."
Member FDIC
Wood noted that it is a "terribly
!"-----------------~--------------------------------------~ developed
difficult relationship to be
. .. to the point of
maturity." Everything that is done
by one player directly effects the
other, thus making the situation
''Hang Ten on the Wind"
personal .
TEMPORARILY OUT OF STOCK
Dr . Wood complimented Dr .
.. .but come in and see our display model
Frank Rohter's personal philosophy
and 15 minute film on this new exciting
as Chairman of the Department of
sport. Fridays 4-8 pm .
Physical Education very strongly.
Roh ter believes that academics ~
come first, and athletics second,
and intends to maintain this idea as
FTU grows. Wood commented that
there exists a I)eed for "a lot of

"If
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Postgraduate Shop
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(2 blocks south of Library)

ORLANDO
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FTU Golfers
Tie .Meet
With St. Leo

By Larry Mccorkle

The FTU Golf Team traveled to
Tampa Friday, April 30 for a
tri-match with the Unive~sity of
Tampa an~ Saint Leo College. In a
close eighteen hole match over
Quail Hollow Country Club, FTU
golfers were nudged by Tampa by
two strokes. FTU gained the split
by tying with Saint Leo.
The University of Tampa was
surprised by the strong showing of
F.T U golfers led by Mike Utz, who
was medalist with a 73 Mark
Stockwell and Dick Haase also has
strong showing with 76 and 77.
Other scores were Ray Johnson 81,
and Durry Howard and Wayne
Leland at 82.
FTU will try to even the score
with Tampa when they entertain
these two schools in a home match
at Rio Pinar in two weeks. Golf
coach Richard Hunter feels his
team is progressing very well.
"Every week we have ten to twelve
boys qualifying for the six spots
available for the next match "
Hunter said.
'
1

ftUre

s -o

NEWS

All eyes are on the basket as FTU WAA member shoots for two
points in a Rollins-FTU girl's basketball match Tuesday evening. Rollins
won handily and a rematch is scheduled.

l

Other
Intramural Activities
MEN'S TEIAM TENNIS
Play begins Monday, March 8 .
COED BOWLING RESULTS
Winning team: Bill Jennings and
odie Miller - 853 .
Men's High Game: Jim Kurzon,
teve Bringe - 180.
Women's High Game: Ruth Lowe
169 .
i Men's High Series: Jim Kurzon :----

f

- - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . ; - 479.
Women's High Series : Ruth Lowe
. Tennis 1
-169 .
MEN'S TABLE TENNIS
(G_o~linued from page 9)
Zero Zimmerman won match
people .who accept the idea .
The over Dr. Phillip Tell to win
championship.
day that philosophy is gone, then I
will walk out."
Soccer Results
Despite losing their first three
Roadrunners 6, 23 1;
encounters, the Knights have tried
their hardest. Dr. Wood said,."They Facul ty-Starf 7, Marjory Maine 2;
gave a terrific account of Beulah's Bombers 3, GDI O; KS 1,
LXA O; ATO 3, TKE 1.
themselves."

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
RECORDS
Immortals
4
0
Tyes
2
2
Earl's Bombers
1
2
Tri-K
1
2
Fidel es
1
3
Results
Tri-K 15, Fideles 10; Immortals,
31, Tyes 18; Immortals over Tri-K
by forfeit.

Women's basketball
Results
Earl's Bombers 8, Fideles 4;
Immortals 27, Fideles 11; Tyes 31,
Tri-K5; Fideles over Tyes by
forfeit; Immortals 33, Earl's
Bombers 9; Tyes 36, Earl's
Bombers 18.
Games Next Week
Monday, 3 :50 Fideles vs.
Tri-K.
4:50 - Earl's Bombers vs. Tyes;
Tuesday, 3 :50 - Tyes vs. Fideles.
4 : 50 · Immortals vs. Earl's
Bombers.
Wednesday, 3: 50.
Earl's
Bombers vs. Tri-K.

After one week of play in the Men's Soccer League, undefeated
Roadrunners and Beulah 's Bombers lead the Independent division,
while PAE jumped out in front in the Fraternity Division on the
strength of a 5-0 victory over a good KS squad.
KS may not appear as tne most overpowering Greek team in size ,
but they certainly have to be rated as the most consistent. KS first
beat TEP 1-0, and followed with a 1-0 victory over LXA. TKE
opened the season with an impressive 4-0 win over outmanned SSX,
but suffered a setback when they were surprised Monday by ATO,
3-1. John Speer led ATO with a goal and an assist. Goalie Jim Mills
also registered an assist when one of his booming kicks was headed
in by Bob Matousek. Mills later scored a goal when he switched to
forward. After being shutdown by TKE, SSX rallied to beat LXA
4-1 on the strength of two goals by Gary Myers. PAE defeated ATO
in their first game 2-0, but wa:; tied by TEP 1-1 Monday afternoon.
Don Mathis bailed PAE out with a second half goal to tie the game.
The Roadrunners, who never seem to let up, recorded 6-1 victories
over 23 and a very good Faculty-Staff squad. Bill Jennings, three
goals paced the Roadrunners in the eame ae;ainst 23, while Gary
Mosely tallied three goals against Faculty Staff. The Bombers, led
by Bobby Gibson's two goals and 1 assist, scored an impressive 3-0
victory over GDI, after previously defeating God's Children 4-2.
Three goals each by Norbert St. Clair and Ken Renner led
Faculty-Staff to a 7-2 victory over Marjory Maine. 23 rallied from an
opening loss inflicted by the Roadrunners, to defeat Marjory Maine
2-1. GDI, led by Larry McCorkle's four goals and Ivan Rosado's
three assists, also overcame an opening game loss to defeat God's
Children, despite Charlie )3locker's two goals.
Because the Intramural Office wanted to finish Soccer before it
would conflict with finals, the schedule was set up so that the season
would end in two weeks. Therefore, soccer finals are set for
Wednesday at 4 : 30.
As their name implies, the Immortals do seem unbeatable as they
recorded three victories this week in Women's Intramural Basketball.
In the 33-9 victory over Earl's Bombers, "Pistol" Pam Burke scored
18 and Karen Mathews 12 for the Immortals. Fideles recorded a
forefeit victory over the Tyes, but later succumbed in the defensive
battle of the year to Earl's Bombers, the final score was 8-4. To add
to the confusion of Women's Basketball, the Tyes later came back to
defeat Earl's Bombers (who lost to Fideles who beat the Tyes)
36-18. "Darling" Diana Prevatt scored 24 points, high game for
Women's Dasketball this season, to lead the Tyes. Anita Gieboll was
high point woman for Earl's Bombers with 10
WEEKLY INTRAMURAL INDEX
MEN'S SOCCER STANDINGS
FRATERNITY
Won
2
1
1
1
1
0
0

KS
PAE
TKE

ssx

ATO
TEP
LXA

Loss

Tie

0
0

0
1

1

0

1
1

0
0

1

1·

2

0

Pts .
2
3
5
4
3
1
1

INDEPENDENT

Roadrunners
Beulah's Bombers
Faculty-Staff
GDI
23
God's Children
Marjory Maine

2

Results Last Week
Wrestling
GDI 4, God's Children 3;
Roadrunner 6, Faculty-Staff 1; KS
(Continued from page 9)
1, TEP 6; Beulah's Bombers 4,
God's Children 2; TKE 4, SSX O;
the turning point in the season was PAE 2, "'A TO O; TEP 1., PAE 1; 23
the first home dual meet - when 2, Marjory Maine l; SSX 4, LXA 1.
FTU downed the University of
Tampa in front of a standing-room
only crowd in the campus Village
1971 GOLF SCHEDULE, RESULTS
Center.
FTU
OPPONENT
AT
"Il gave the team a taste of
320
Rollins 303
victory," said Ellis, "It brought
Feb. 18-20
Fla. Intercollegiate Tournament Willowbrook C.C.,
them together." The most
Winter Haven
improved. wrestler on the team, it
471
Tampa 469, St. Leo 471
Quail Hollow, Tam pa
seems is Jim Weaver. In the eyes of
323
Fla. Inst. Tech. 325,
Port Malabar,
the coaching staff, John Rouse is
Embry-Riddle 346
Melbourne
next on the most-improved list,
March 12
Fla. Inst. Tech.,
Royal Oak C.C .•
followed by Rick Norton, Don
Embry-Riddle
Titusville
Biggers, and Fred Maust.
March 19
Fla. Inst. Tech.,
Dayfona Beach, C.C.
''Norton has come along
Embry-Riddle·..tremendous ly," commented Ellis.
March 25-27
Miami Tournament
Miami
"He' had only wrestled twice in all
April 9
Tampa, St. Leo
Rio Pinar
the dual meets we wrestled because
April 30
Jacksonville, ·fla. Inst. Tech.
Port Malabar.
most teams would forfeit his weight
Melbourne
class. Arter two meets, he went to
NOTE : Adjustments may be made later.
state, wrestled three or four time
and Look fourth in the state.
"Norton was beate n by super-Gator
Steve Gaines in a 11-1 decision.
NexL y e ar , the wrestling team will
compete in 1 5 to 20 meets, half at
home. Among Lhe collegiate
schedule · will be John Carroll
University from Cle ve land, Ohio, a
sLrnn g grappling te am ; the sta te
champs from Unive rs ity of Florida,
Florida St a t e, Florida A&M,
Tamp a, and p ossi bly Ge orgia affd
Georgia T e ch . A lso on the ma ybe
Ii t is A labama, whe n they trave l
south Lo Ga in es ville ror a me e t
there.
The grappl ers pla n a trip Lo eiLher
New J e rsey or Virginia; they will
ent e r tournaments like the
Thanks g iving Southeastern
Intercollegiate Wrestling
Authorized
Association meet in Chattanooga,
Tenn . , th e Georgia Tech
Dealers For
Invitational in Dece mber, the
holiday Sun s hine Open
All U.S. Divers
Tourn ament in Miami and all AAU
open me ets in the area.
Equipment
''One of the biggest
Plus
accomplishments the team has
5107 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
made , though, "said Ellis," is
Name Brands
273-3373
getting publicity for FTU.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
(Across from Highway Patrol Station}
Everyone we wrestle knows what
- 24 hr. Air FiJI Service.and where FTU is. At this rate, in a
Central Florida's Largest Aqua-Lung
few years, we will really outclass
Complete Service & Rental
Dealership & Pro-Shop
the competition."

2
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
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12
7

8
4

3
5
3

Phone your Order
~
for
~ . . Fast Service
CARR·Y-OUT
ONLY!
PHONE

671-3 '5 ·5 3
3604 Aloma Ave.

Paiink,
Catch the 923! le,
~

11111rnrnrn~rnrnr1

Tiorioo ·r

, ... ,,,·,•••••.I

SP AG ETTI

·SANDW.ICHE.8

The music you bought your stereo FM set for.

lt"'-----------------------------------------,r--------------------------------------.----------------------------------•

EDGEWOOD SPORT CENTER Inc

Scuba Classes
For Male & Female
START MARCH 29"¢1
All Equipment Furnished
National & International
Certification Offered
For Info Call:
Jim Hollis at 273-3373
Only Master Instructor
In Florida
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Stuff 'n Such 'is a column purpose of these plays is to
The second meeting of the club
designed for FTU club news. Any· promote interest in · foreign will be held April 6.
campus club is welcome to submit languages at the secondary level.
Club officers are Tom Cook,
articles by noon on the Tuesday
Any interested students are president; Jim Makofske, vice
before the desired publication date.
These articles ' may include the announcement of a new club's
formation, meeting times, officer
elections, and any actiuities the
club has participated in or is .
planning.
Also, occasional pictures of
selected club actiuities will be taken
to be used with the column. If a·
club is planning an actiuity that
they feel merits a picture, they may
request one from Nancy Smith, I
Stuff 'n Such columnist, in the·
·FuTUre office, AD 118.
Picture requests should be made l
a week in advance to insure that '
they will get into the issue
immediately following the event.
The Stu ff 'n Such column, ii
including copies of pictures which
·can be purchased from the FuTUre, ·
can be of great ualue to club
'
historians. Any and every campus •
organization is invited to make use of the column.

I

bedrooms, lighting for basketball
•courts, lights being left on over the .the Buena Vista Construction
Company. Dr. Mai·tin Waitielista;
tennis courts, unnecessary repair
!charges made to residents, and club sponsor, reports that club
members ev:en climbed to the top
of the eastle now under
construction.
-o-

Y OUN G REPUBLICANS
_
~~t'lll - The FTU chapter of Young \
Republicans- were very well
represented at the quarterly board
:meeting that was held in Gainesville
last weekend. Mike Rodgers, Bob
'. McMillan, Neal McMillan, Paul
!Gougelman, Fred Kahn, and
:Paulette Getz attended, and had a
good time. The FTU YR's are
looking forward to the convention
where they hope to have one of the
most powerful clubs in the state.
-o-

1

l

NEWMAN CLUB
The Newman Student
.Organization will hold a meeting
next Tuesday at 11 am in LLRB
··212. At this meeting current
· ' ..;: Newman projects and future events
'will be discussed.
Recently initiated programs
-oinvolve recreation programs for the
children at the Ze11wood migrant
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
~ camp; talk sessions are held each
The International Club is now
..... "Thursday evening at the Newman
making plans for a party. The party
Center in which a wide variety of
will take place on March 20 in the
relevant issues are discussed by
-Multi-Purpose Room. All studen~
. , .~ .... students. If anyone would like to
interested in the club are invited.
- ·:::- find out more about these projects,
They are asked to bring some
~~.......~ii they are invited to attend the
refreshments. For further
meetings of the organization.
information, see the bulletin board .
-oin the language department, AD
AQUA-KNIGHTS
395.
."-.. : .
The FTU 1Scuba Divine: Club held
The club is pleased to announce a
"'" "-:: · · 1its first dive Sunday, February 28.
lecture will be given next Thursday
T .welve people participated,
by Ronald Bryant, supervisor of
'...... 'including the wives and children of
foreign languages in Orange
..
some of the club members. The
County. Bryant will speak to the
dive was at Blue Springs, just
club on "Education Requirements
,utside Orange City. The weather
For Language Instruction in Public
Schools."
The Aqua-knights, the new FTU Scuba Diving Club, get together before braving the fl · i.gers of the deep. 1cooperated perfectly as well as the
local fauna.
Yesterday the dub was pleased to
The only problem was some local
present Eric Anderson of FTU invited to attend the meetings of president; Ann Williams, secretary;
.
re~rangements of furniture and people who were using a rope over
Security as guest speaker. the club which are held every and Bill Adams, treasurer.
the water to drop onto the heads of
Anderson's talk on Europe was Thursday ~t 11 am in AD 147.
All sociology majors, and any one smtes.
'.'
..
followed by an informal coffee.
-oelse who is interested, is welcome · T~e MRA has fmal~y fm1shed the ascending divers, but injuries were
to attend the club meetings
Resident Student Directory. If a fewer than insults.
At the beginning of spring
SOCIOLOGY CLUB
-o·
student finds a mistake, he is asked
Yesterday Jim Hollis, owner and
quarter a German, French, Spanish,
The Sociology Club held an
to inform the MRA · as soon as operator of the Edgewood Sports
and maybe an Italian play will be organizational meeting Wednesday,
MRA
possible so that corrections may be Center, lectured and showed a film
presented for all high school February 24 . Advisor for the club is
The Men's Residents Association made early next quarter.
to the club in LLRB 239.
students and their teachers. The Burton Wright.
was honored to have President
The regular meetings of the MRA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C h a r l e s N . Millican as a part of its are open to all male residents. If a
._,....,..,.......----------~--~------~--~-~----~....:...--.__..campus speakers program.
resident has a gripe, he can let his
The program, which started at 8 representative know; or, better yet,
pm, consisted of a few opening he can attend an MRA meeting
remarks by Dr. Millican, after himself. The MRA meets every
which he entertained questions and Monday at 10 pm in room C-138-B.
Applications for the Miss FTU
gripes until 11 pm. Dr. Millican also
-oPageant, to be held May 28, are
made a lengthy list of problems
CIVIL ENGINEERING CLUB
now being accepted at the Student
which bothered the students the
The Civil Engineerinl? Club Government office. Application
most.
recently took
field trip to Walt forms may be picked up at the · SG
Among thefo were calling hours, Disney World, and came back with office and at the Village Center. A
unnecessary closing hours for dorm the prediction that Disney World list of pageant rules will also be
lounges, alternatives to the 15 and will open on schedule. The group of available with the forms.
21 meal plans, cracks and damages about 20 people were taken on a
The Miss FTU Pageant, sponsored
to the dorm buildings, imp_roved tour of all phases of construction at
lighting in the living rooms and Disney World by the manager of by SG, will take place in the
1Tupperware Auditorium in
conj unction with the Spring
People on the go
Formal, to be sponsored by the
!Village Center. The rules . of the
:Pageant will · be the same as those
used for the Miss Florida Pageant,
-, go
1and the judges will be looking for
1talent and poise as well as beauty.

l

--

• "\

~I

'Miss FTU' Forms

Available At SG

a·

·1

1t Florido Tech

.

BURGER CHEF
HWY. 17-92

at Casselberry, Fla.

Judges will be certified by the
'Miss Florida Pageant, and no one
connected with FTU will be chosen
as ~_judge.

(across from Seminole Plaza)

1

The winner of the Miss FTU
Pageant will be crowned by last
year's winner, Susan Penn, and will
·go on to compete in the Miss
. Florida Pageant.
A deadline for applications has
not been set, although applications
will be accepted into May. Each
campus organization may enter as
many candidates as it wishes.

NEED A TRIPOD?
STOP IN AT VIDEO SONICS.

We have a complete line of cameras and accessories to
satisfy any of your photographic needs. Also a
complete line of stereo tape equipment.

VIDEO SONICS
CAMERAS AND PHOIO SUPPLIES
645-0882
..8,, TRACK - CASSETTES - AUTO TAPE DECKS
INSTALLATION - WARRANTY

SERVICE

Between Steak & Shake and McDonald's
on 17, 92 in Winter Park

. .. . . ..............

~ ~

.. .. ..

~

\

....... ...: ......:

NEW

Every Wed. Nite
Family Nite.
BIG ·sHEF
Coke & French Fries

65c
84c Value

NEW

·NEW
FHA 235 HOMES
IN BEAUTIFUL
IVANHOE ESTATES

What's our secret? It's open
flame cooking. Each of our
100% pure beef hamburgers is

cooked over open flames,
sealing in all thei1 natural beef
~oodness.

Treat the family to-

night to cook-out hamburgers.

If you make from $75 to $180 per
week you may qualify for one of
these beautiful homes. Ivanhoe
Estates Is the newest, largest
development under the program in
the area. We have all underground
utilities with sidewalks, street lights
and extra large wooded lots. These
homes are custom built for you with
multicolor shingle roofs, stone or
brick fronts. Inside we have paneled
walls, a G.E . refrigerator, stove and
hood, mica covered cabinets, full
ceramic bath and central heat ducted
for air. These homes are limited so
please don't wait. Call 671-4914 or
drive on out. We are located just
7-10th of 1 mi. N. of Hwy. E. 50 on
Hwy. 15-A north sometimes called
Goldenrod.
Brokers invited by Builder.
~
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End And Beginning
thatso_meofthesucce;sh~p1~ced · Qf The Second .Day

where it belongs, and some of the
By Grace Kehrer .
blame also. Neither did Student
After the last programmed missile had exploded, .it was quiet for a
Government feel obligated to long time . Then slowly the worst of the radioactive dust settled and
mention the fact that Civitan those still alive and able to move came up from below ground to look
(Collegiate) was responsible for all about.
the arrangements for the
There was not a great deal left to see or, for that matter, to be
Homecoming Dance. How many worried about. The fears of overpopulation, segregation, military
more groups were slighted we don't industrial complexes, strangled cities, and impending ecological
know. It is · no small wonder that disasters just did not exist any more.
organizations on this campus are
Of course, this void was quickly filled by the fear of radioactive
somewhat reluctant to participate death, marauding packs of wild dogs, and associate, ever emerging
in programs or events sponsored by demi-gods.
our Student Government.
--·
1t is our sole purpose here to
inform the good populace of FTU '
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
that contrary to popular opinion, '
Delta Tau was alive, well and . ---------"!"-~-------------------'
ACTIVE during the first Another was rejected because of an mile their volunteer walks.
Homecoming.
error on the tentative class schedule
In addition to Senator Chiles,
Sincerely,
which listed a three-hour course as other officials who will walk are
Paul L. Reynolds, four hours. The students said he Homer Hough, mayor of Maitland,
President, Delta Tau Fraternity spent so much time waiting and County Commissioner Jack .Martin,
~d Fred _Daniels,
readjusting his schedule that he and Orange County 'Juvenile Judge
V1ce-Pres1dent,
.
forgot to sign up for another course Chester Kerr.
Delta Tau Fraternity
he wanted, which he will try to
One of FTU's representatives will
pick up during add-drop.be William L . Proctor.

-------------1..---------------.
Preregistration.
March

Dean Road Paving

· ~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111§

The f o ll owing was sent to
President Millican from Ralph Poe,
County Commissioner for District

I

5.

Christi Rudolph is ready to save you. As soon as the FfU swimming
pool is ready, that is. Christi will be lifeguard at the pool, something
that will come naturally to this pretty 18-year old Freshman Physical
Education major. Besides swimming, horseback riding, sports watching
and other hobbies, Christi enjoys sewing her own clothes. We don't
know if this FuTUre Friday Girl sewed her own swim suit, but anything
is possible. She plans t~ get her Masters in PE and teach the subject in
high school.
(Who will be next week's FFG? Watch this space.)

Dear Charles,
The resurfacing contract for Dean
Road was let to Orlando Paving in
November.
I have inquired as to why they
have not begun work. It seems that
the nationwide shortage of asphalt
is holding up this project as well as
many more in Orange County. I
hope this will be resolved soon.
Please pass this information on to
any of your staff you feel should be
apprised.
Best Personal Regards,
Ralph Poe

.ECOLOGY ACTION
THROUGH EDUCATION

I

I

I

What You Can Do For Your Environment

EARTH DAY
TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 11:00 A.M.
Behind the cafeteria, next to the tennis courts.

45 minutes of love, peace, happiness,
and determination to end pollution.

FOLKSING~S

Campus Glances

®

Funeral Rites for
auto engine and
detergents

(Jb ti) iia

OVER A MILLION
Financial ain to students at FTU
went over .the $1 million mark for
Dr. Wanielista Speaks-on
the first time. It stands at $1.3
million, $1,133,160 in aid going to
2,083 students.
ElllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllS
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